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peech team highly active by TrueTrueax
The Montan T ch Speech
T m participa t d t two tourn-
aments r cently, nd h ve been
acti e ent rt ining loc 1 Butt
for local groups, Mrs. Alt, Tech
speech instructor has been ask-
ed to be in charge of Girls
extemp for the state high school
tournament at the College of
Great Falls March 28. This will
also be the spring meeting of
College Speech Teachers.
The next scheduled speech
tournament for the speech team
and Mrs. Alt will be the end
of April in Missoula.
I 's not what
you have
It's what you
don't have
by John Emerson
Montana Tech has been un-
der fir in the State Legisla ~
ture since the session began.
Our state senators and repre-
sentatives seem to think Tech
dosen't have what it takes to
have lib ral arts degrees.
Montana Tech doesn't have
what it takes?
Our school doesn't have pot
parti s in the dorms. We don't
have any athletic control of
, administration powers. Butte
doesn't ha v responsible group
of citizens that are trying to
stop all stat funds to Tech
because the students write
dirty homework papers. Oh
yes, we don't have any long
haired r die I faculty mernk
bers that moonlight at a grass
stand. These ar just a few of
the assets that are a must to
gain degr es in liber 1 arts.
If th prer quisit s for li-
beral arts school r ha ving
top f culty in ach nd eery
department, a group of citizens
that ar behind the school, a
central loc tion, a student body
consisting of I v 1 h d d men
nd worn n and a h lthy th-
1 tic nd social tmospher,
Mont n T ch ould ha what
it t k s.
I u ss our d p rtm nt of
nd corruption is flunk-
St t List tur 's final
m.
Upper left hand corner clockwise: Computer Center, Lan-
guage Lab, X-Ray diffraction and Circle-K Luncheon.
The Montana Tech chapter of
the Circle K Club sponsored
"College Days" on March 19
and 21. The purpose of which
was to acquaint the area high
school seniors with the facilities
and opportunities at Tech, as
well as offering them an intro-
duction to college life.
y
Over 200 prospective fresh-
men participated in College
Days. The Seniors were ad-
dressed by Dr. Edwin G. Koch,
president of Montana Tech, at
9:00 and welcomed. The seniors
were then told of the opportu-
nities to be had in the mineral I
industry along with the func-
Speaker of the House at .Tech
Many Montanans view Mon-
tana Tech as a small, unprog-
ressive and over - specialized
school, but the image is grad-
ually changing, according to
James Lucas, speaker of the
Montana House of Representa-
tives in 1969.
In his speech, he outlined the
way in which bills become law
and also the difficulties of han-
dling over a thousand pieces of
legisla tion in a 60-day period
without sufficient facilities or
research staff. "Only the ab-
sence of quill pens and spit-
toons," he remarked, "distin-
guishes this legislature from the
ones in the first years of the
state. "
In response to questions, Mr.
Lucas point d out that Mon-
tana 's tax syst is not capa-
ble of supplying full funds to
the University system and insti-
tutions. In his view, a form of
sales tax is desirable as part of
a complete reform of Montana's
tax laws.
H~ explained that the failure
of the House to pass the reso-
lution calling for expanded cur-
riculum at Tech was due in part
to the attitude of many legis-
lators toward the college and
also the belief on the part of
some that there should be only
two universities in Montana. He
did, however, express optimism
on the possibilities of Tech t s in-
creasing its offerings.
Flash news
17 seniors drafted!
College deferments to be can-
celed. Two hundred thousand to
Vietnam.
tion and duties in the degree
g ran tin g departments. The
speakers were Dr. Elmer Gless.
head of the department of Bio-
logic Science, Professor Joseph
Murray, associate professor of
Chemistry, and Professor Tom
Finch, associate professor of
Mining. Ruth Harwood spoke on
a coed's view of college life on
Friday, and Toni Driscoll, Circle
K. sweetheart, addressed the
seniors on Wednesday. Mike
Duran, student president, con-
cluded the introductory convo-
cation. The seniors were then
invited to attend the classes of
their choice for the duration of
the morning. At the noon hour
the seniors were treated to a
(Continued page 2, column 4)
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Upper left hand corner, clockwise: Truss loading; Professor
Herndon and bridges; First place winner Dariel McDonald,
and Ioadlng. '
truss demolition w ere Dave
Bennett, engineering graduate
the models, were to be built of student from St. Regis; Errol
balsa wood with glue to be used Durnford, design engineer for
only at the joints. ,I the Anaconda Co.: Tho mas
Rules also stated each truss Finch, assistant profess of min-
was, 'not to be longer than 26, ing: Herndon; John McCaslin,
inches, wider than 6 inches and head of the department of Phys-
higher than 8 inches. Each truss ics, and Dick Rule, graduate
was to contain at least 23 pieces student in engineering science
but not weigh more than one- from Butte.
fourth pound. Prizes for the first seven
The nineteen officially entered places all were donted by sup-
bridges had bearing strength pliers of engineering equipment
ranging from a high of 106.633 and publications and totaled
lbs. per oz. or Dariel McDonald about $140. Besides the first
to a low of 6.515 lbs. per oz. for place prize, other awards in ..
Robin Sterret's truss, which ap- eluded slide rules, drafting set
peared to have the phenomenal and handbooks. ·
ability 'to yield without limit. A ,-------------..,
late entry was permitted for
Professor Herndon. His entry"
a multi -colored Tin k e r Toy
bridge, was disqualified after it
fell apart without having rup-
tured. In all fairness to Mr.
Herndon's valiant effort and en-
deavor, we withhold the bear-
ing strength of his model.
Prizes awarded to the first
place winner were a $25 trophy
donated by the Caterpillar Co.
and a $35 aluminum welding
handbook, from the Kaiser Alu-
minum Co.
Judges and officials at the
TRUSS CO TEST WATCHED BY 200
Not since Theodore Roose-
velt's era has there been a truss
busting night comparable to
March 20, 1969. Some 200 spec-
tators were on hand to witness
the first truss design contest at
Montana Tech and what prom-
ises to be an annual event ..
The truss able to bear the
highest number of pounds of
load per ounce of weight of the
truss was constructed by Dariel
McDonald of Choteau, a junior
in engineering. His truss with-
stood 106.6 pounds per ounce.
Second place wen t to John
Evens, engineering sophomore
from Denver, whose truss bore
100.2 pounds per ounce, and
third was awarded to Charles
Hutt, senior in geophysical en-
, gineering from Newcastle, Wyo.,
with a truss withstanding 96.8
pounds per ounce.
The trusses were cracked on
a machine holding a steel ring
which was deflected by the
pounds of force applied. A cal-
ibration curve was then used
to tell the force for a specific
deflection of the ring.
The contest, sponsored by the
Tech student chapters of the
American Society. of Testing
Materials and the Society of
Automotive Engineers and un-
der the directon oi Charles
Herndon, assistant professor of
engineering science, specified
As an alternative to selective
slavery, don't let's talk of uni-
versity sla very, Russian-rou-
lette sla very, or alternative
civilian slavery. Only a volun-
teer army of free men will fill
t.he bill - L.J.L.
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Continued from page 1
free lunch given by Circle K
in the gymnasium while the
Montana Tech band played. The
prospective f res h men were
again given the opportunity of •
attending classes in the after-
noon and to tour the campus.
The supervised tour included
stops at the library X-Ray dif-
fraction laboratory, electron mi-
croscope, liquid nitrogen gen-
erating plant, the language lab,
the computer center, and the
fluids and strength laboratories.
The high schools represented
during College Days were Butte
Public H.S., Whitehall, Billings
West, Christian Brothers, Girl's
Central Powell County, Twin
Bridges, and Harrison.
AWS Plans
AWS plans to sponsor a break-
fast for the Circle K Conven-
tion on April 13. From this
breakfast, AWS will receive all
the profits.
,c Pc
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Intercollegiate
Knights once
active at Tech
by Gary Rowe
The Copper Guard is a club
composed of fourteen members
whose main function is the
maintenence of the "M". When
Tech manages an athletic vic-
tory, the Copper Guards change
the "M" to a "V". On holidays,
they change the regular' white
lights to fit the colors of the
respective holiday. Another ser-
vice they perform is to organize
all the activities on M Day. TheY
ha ve sponsored both of the re-
gistration day dances and they
are sponsoring the dance on M
Day. To be a member of the
Copper Guard, you have to be
a sophomore engineering stu-
dent and be selected by the
members of the preceedinf
years club'. Art Dueggenhart is
this years' president and Rick
Dale is the secretary. Professor
McCaslin is the faculty advisor.
M pi .. "
Come
-R CO D
hop 0 r
E TM T
where yo III fin
th 1 1 S
t
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BUTTE-Three Montana Tech
graduates, Robert Ingersoll,
Pete DuToit and Robert Frantz
were featured in a "Careers in
Mining" advertisement by The
. Anaconda Co. in a recent issue
of Mining Engineering maga-
zine.
Ingersoll was graduated from
Montana Tech in 1951with a de-
gree in geological engineering
and received his Master's in the
same field from Tech in 1964.
As chief mining geologist for The
Anaconda Co. in Butte, his work
includes heading the geology
department which consists of
geologists, samplers, assayers
and draftsmen who are con-
cerned with such jobs as mea-
suring contracts, surveying, geo-
logical mapping and calculating
ore reserves .
DuToit, a native of South Af-
rica, received his B. S. degree
in mining engineering in 1956.
He is now chief mining research
engineer for The Anaconda Co.
He and his staff concern them-
selves with aiding management
in making operation improve-
ments, decreasing costs and im-
proving revenue in such areas
as rock mechanics and engineer-
ing in mining.
Frantz received his B. S. and
M. S. degrees from Montana
Tech in 1966 and 1967 respec-
tively. He joined The Anaconda
Co. as a research engineer and
presently is a member of the
Tucson Research Center doing
mineral beneficiation work in
the development of newly dis-
covered 'ore deposits.
A VETERANS ANSWER by Claude Huber
I do not agree with Mr. Little's
article on the military draft. He
claims that men who are draft-
ed become slaves condemned
to death. That military men are
condemned to death is untrue.
More people die in traffic ac-
cidents in the United States by
far than are killed in Viet
Nam. That military men are
slaves is false. It is necessary
to impose additional restrictions
on soldiers as opposed to civi-
lians; however, they are not
slaves. The application of full
democratic processes in the mil-
itary is not practical. On the
battlefield orders must be giv-
en and obeyed quickly without
debate. Mr. Little claims that
those in charge of the draft
and the military are sadistic,
power mad members of the
Gestapo. This claim is so ob-
viously wrong that no rebuttal
is necessary. Mr. Little claims
that, "If a man values his
rights and freedom, he should
nd will fight for his country -
if his country's government pro-
tects his freedom and rights."
Yet when the representatives of
the people who form the govern-
ment decide by majority vote to
utilize a military draft "to pro-
tect his freedom and rights, " ,
Mr. Little feels this is unjust.
This is a direct contradiction
of Mr. Little's own views. Un-
til such time as the people of
our country see fit to change
the draft laws, these laws should
be obeyed. I believe that any-
one who likes war is mad; how-
ever, anyone who is unwilling
to fight for his country when
called is no longer deserving of
the freedom, rights, and bene-
fits which our country affords
him. Mr. Little should talk to
those who have been drafted'
and served in Viet Nam. An
overwhelming majority of them
did not feel like slaves and did
not resent fighting for their
country.
In conclusion, Mr. Little made
use of such flowering wordage
and gross overstatements that
his article bordered on. fantasy... .. ..P n eY
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Jim Wedin, Bob Worley
Don Miles 723-6120I
THINK MATERIAL
w
A friend of mine once com-
mented that college's greatest
attribute to him was that it
taught him to think. As I pon-
der this I realize that the abili-
ty to think is a real and valu-
able gift that education offers.
College exposes our minds to
the world through our text
books and professors, and our-
selevs to others through class
discussion and intelligent con-
vesation with fellow students
over coffee.
But learning and thinking do
not end in the classroom or
with palaver with our friends.
Our minds are exposed to the
cruel world through many trans-
cendental media, not the least
interesting of which is the
school newspaper. For on its
expurgated pages opinions are
expressed freely, sometimes at
the expense of conservatism, but
always with the intent to make
people think; for no one com-
poses pretty words and sen-
tences without the intent to in-
form, persuade, or entertain
his readers.
A person who writes an article
is expressing his own opinion
through the paper and these
very same pages allow us all,
as consciencious, interested, in-
telligent students, to express
our approval or disapproval, and
to challenge the writer's conclu-
sions. By this intercourse our
.minds are exposed to a cross-
section of ideas, and we emerge
from our burrows with an un-
derstanding of both sides - an
by Eric Johnson
overall outlook.
This is why I will not con-
demn .ignorantly any new ideas,
or any opinion different from
my own. To do so would de-
prive me of an essential ele-
ment for the process of learn-
ing - the toleration and eval-
uation of another person's view-
point. Without examining both
sides of a problem, how can I
have a well-rounded outlook to-
ward the subject? I need anoth-
er half to complete my 'sphere'.
Michel de Montaigne said, in
"Of Cannibals", that what we
call barbarism is tha t which
does not fit into our practices.
What I am saying is, too often
anything- that' is foreign to our
"one track minds" is ferverent-
ly and wholeheartedly condemn-
ed for the simple' reason that
is contradicts our own righteous
thinking - which is not thought
at all, but prejudiced convic-
tion that leaves no openings for
intelligent debate, and therefore
no thinking need be involved.
When the Amplifier shocks us (if
this is the correct expression)
by an article (or an artistic
photograph of a pretty girl)
contradictory to our beliefs, it
causes us to think - if only
to review our own stand on the
subject.
For this reason, Michael De-
weyand the Amplifier staff
should be praised - not con-
demned - fo their efforts to
provide us, the students of Mon-
tana Tech, with "THINK" ma-
terial.
SERVING YOU IS OUR BUSINESS
Reliable Druggist
We give and redeem I
I GO~D BOND Stamps
1839 a.rrison Avenue
Phone 792..1235
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by Lloyd J. Little
The right to pursue the, pur-
pose of one's own existence per-
tains only to man. Those spe-
cies which are not man may
ethically be utilized by indivi-
dual human beings according to
their self-determined needs, so
long as such use does not vio-
late the rights of other men.
Thus, in order to live success-
fully and happily, men ethical-
ly kill animals for food, scien-
tific research, direct self -pro-
tection, pleasure, and the eli-
mination of nuisances.
If a creature does not possess
the human differentia of im-
mediately rights enjoyed by
potential, rational conscious-
ness** - it is not man and not
subject to rights enjoyed by
men. That is to say violence
may be initiated against it at
the discretion of individual men.
The fertilized human embre-
yo, or fetus, does not possess
the immediate potential of ra-
tional consciousness. In fact, it
not acquire this potential until
birth, when there finally is
something at which conscious-
ness can be directed - the out-
side world. Even if fetal con-
sciousness were physiologically
possible, conditions in the
womb allow no changes which
would be perceptible. For the
existence of consciousness,
there must be an object for
such consciousness *** - and
awareness can only be triggered
by change. Until birth, there is
no activity in the mother's body
which could focus awareness-
even if such consciousness
were physiologically possible.
Therefore, the view of the
'fetus as "a little man" does
not conform to reality. And the
a leged clash of the woman's
rights s. the so-called "fetal
rights," reduces to an incredi-
ble fraud perpetrated on human-
ity by the mystical schools of
the dark ages.
Rather than a "little man in-
side," physiological reality de-
mands that the fetus be con-
sidered an organ of the wo-
man's body, for all practical
and ethical purposes. As an
organ of the woman's body,
the fetus is protected under
the woman's personal rights-
and is subject (as all other
organs) to use or mal-use at
her personal discretion.
If a woman possesses her own
life - that is, if she has the
right to life - she has the
right to elect not to live. She
may ethically elect suicide at
her discretion - so long as
that suicide does not injure the
rights of other men. Similarly,
she has the right to destroy
organs of her body at her dis-
cretion - so long as the rights
of other men are not trespass-
ed. When a surgeon consents to
remove an organ which the
woman (with or without ad-
vice) has individually deemed
injurious to her existence, he
mayor may not be acting in
her Iong-run interests - he
. acts only under her contractual
specifications.
, Thus, ethically, an abortion
o 10
may be performed by a woman
(or by an elected agent) at her
(and only her) discretion. How-
ever, once the fetus has been
subjected to the woman's mus-
cular preparation for birth -
it has been simultaneously 1 sub-
jected to changes in environ-
ment strong enough to awaken
awareness of an human nature.
Once the fetus has been so
altered, any assualt on its life
becomes assault on the life an
human child - an independent-
ly conscious human being.
In the event of an emergency
at birth, in which either the
the infant or the woman must
,die, only the woman, if consci-
ous, must decide whether she
or the infant will live. Since
she possesses most fully the
immediate potential of ration-
al consciousness, she is the'
more fully human and' may
ethically choose life for her-
self. Alternatively, she may va-
lue the life of her infant more
than her own life and may
ethically elect to die. If un-
conscious, and if no advance
decision was made while eon-
scious, and if any possibility, of
life remains for the woman,
the woman must live even at
the expense of her infant, be-
cause she possesses more fully
the immediate potential of ra-
tional consciousness.
** ** **
**Miss Ayn Rand in her master-
ful essay on Objectivist episte-
mology defines man as "a ra-
tional animal," since uncon-
sciousness or irrationality is not
characteristic of the ..normal
state of existence for men.
When one is .dealing primarily
with normal representatives of
the class, Miss Rand's defi-
nition is sufficient. The pro-
blem at hand, however, re-
quires a more self-explanatory
***********.* ••**;
and specific definition, "that
animal which possesses the im-
mediate potential of rational
consciousness, " so that no con-
fusion results while consider-
ing biological matter which
could ostensibly assume human
characteristics at an hypotheti-
cal future date. The author
stresses that the definition used
herein is not the Objectivist
definition and that there is
a most distinct difference be-
ween the two, even if the de-
finition used here is based on
the original.
** ** **
***The dependence of con-
sciousness on the object of con-
sciousness is the work of Miss
Ayn Rand and constitutes the
heart of her philosophy, Objec-
tivism. A thorough' explanation
of this interrelation appears in
her work on Objectivist epistem-
ology. The author, while using
this relationship as a fundament-
al premise, does not imply neces-
sary concurrence with any Ob-
jectivist principle(s) succeeding
that premise, nor even the con-
text in which that relationship
was expressed. The author
maintains no pretense at being
a spokesman for the Objectivist
philosophy since such status can
only _be granted explicitly by
Miss Rand. (The growth of Ob-
jectivism in recent years has
been paralleled by a growth
in the number of frauds and
pundits claiming to represent
Objectivism by mouthing a few
well known epithets from her
novels, and then proceeding to
invent what they do not know
about the Philosophy. The only
reliable source for information
concerning this new and dyna-
mic philosophy are the works
of Ayn Rand and the contents
of The Objectivist, a magazine
which Miss Rand edits and pub-
lishes.)
SMOKE SCREEN
By Lloyd J. Little
'It is true that my article on
Butte did not focus on all aspects
of the city. This was never
intended. What was intended
was a defense of Butte's most
significant and unique aspect
-the fact that she is a produ-:
cer city, a city which openly
declares her birth and life to
be the result of man's rational
effort to secure a living.
I am not shocked to see that
this characteristic and its re-
levance remain t invisible to
many. As a culture, we have
grown accustomed to natura-
lism - that school of literature
(and esthetics) which holds that
only the concrete-bound minu-
tia of every day life are worthy
of , description.
In their attempt to substitute
authenticity for esthetic and
concertual evaluation, the na-
turalists lead men to focus on
the tin cans in the street rath ..
er than the pinnacles of sky
scrapers. They focus on the
dirt-stained curtains of slum
windows rather than the image
of man the heroic being. Rath-
er than evaluate the moral
justification of a murder, they
report only trivial details of
the act.
A naturalistic culture is one
in which men (fearful of concep-
tual abstraction and subsequent
evaluation) throw up a smoke
screen of detail to hide the
essence of the problem at hand.
It was my purpose to jar-
that smoke screen from the city
of Butte (and particularly from
the Hill - one of the most spec-
tacular achievements of man's
rational faculty existent any-
where).
I do not debate with those
who have lost the capacity to
admire achievement -thos
who seek consolation for th or
own stagnation in the grey ugli-
ness of naturalism. But for
those who want out of the fog,
those who have not given u -
I recommend the works of Ayn
Rand. (201 East 34th Str t,
New York, NY 10016.)
AMPLIFIER BACKS PENTAGON
by Mike Dewey
In the last issue of the Ampli-
fier there appeared two articles
concerning the draft. Unfortu-
nately various students, ex-
military men, and several
teachers derived the idea that
the paper was attacking the
legality of the U. S. involve-
ment in Viet Nam.
Let me make it clear that the
A'mplifier without any reser-
vation acknowledges the United
States of America's right to in-
tervene in the local affairs of
any nation of people and to
commit the adulteration of that
country. We acknowledge Amer-
ica's power to plunder and mur-
der a people to such an extent
·that the people will be crippled
economically, culturally, and
socially for generations to come
under the Hilalian Invasion. We
further acknowledge America's
ability to level very house,
community, town and city in
Viet Nam nd the f thering of
thousands out of wedlock half-
breed children. However, we
most of all laud America's abili-
ty to constitutionally desregard
the precepts of the Geneva Ac-
cord and to destroy the com-
mon hope and aspirations of
a people for their unification,
independenc , sovereignity and
s lf-det rmination.
The Amplifier, however, con-
tinues to be puzzled ov r Amer-
ica's refusal to acknowledge the
Union of Soviet Socialist R pu-
lie's right to be in Cz chosl vo-
kia.
Student delivers Geophysical paper
Steve Bauer, a senior in
geophysical engineering, has
been named a winner in the
student paper contest sponsored
by the Utah Geophysical So-
ciety. He will receive an all-
expense paid trip to Salt Lake
City to deliever his paper at
tne annual meeting of the So-
ciety on March 20, and will
nave the paper published in a
geophysical journal. Dan Piaz-
zola, Bob Hutt, and John Suy-
dam, also seniors in geophysics,
will attend the meeting with
Steve.
His paper, "Improved Gravi-
ty Anomaly Resolution Thorugh
Thre Mutually Perpendicular
Gravity Measurements," is part
of a 200-page report, "Gravity
Principles, Data Measurement,
and Interpretation, with Empha-
sis on Computer Analysis Tech-
niques " which he has recently
completed and which was prin-
ted by the Anaconda Company.
Essentially in his paper he pre-
sents the advantages of mea-
suring three instead of one,
gravity components and then
discusses several combined gra-
phical - comput r methods for
analyzing the d t . By using
these methods, a geophysicist
can tell far more about an ore
body (its size, shape, dim n-
sions, depth, and sometimes the,
amount of or ) than can now
b determin d by conv ntional
methods. In eff st, these meth-
ods ar simplifier tions of the
hesults he obtained last year
in his 'comput r r search pro-
pect. "
Six winner wer select d to
present papers in Utah. Besides
Montan T ch, other schools
that will b r pr sented by win-
ners re MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of T chnology), Michi-
g, n St te Univ rsity, P nnsyl-
vanit State Univ rsity, Univer-
sity of Toronto, nd the Univer-
sity of W stern Ontario. Steve
say it is int resting to note
that two of th oth r pap rs
will b pr s nt d by an MIT
nd by P nn St gr du te
student h work d with I st
a p -
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Montana Collapses under
snowfall!! .
by Larry Hoffman (
-(Note: the following was found
in the midst of the great Mon-
tana Glacier August 7, 2007. It
provides a new insight into the
great disaster of 1968.)
The record snowfall predict-
ed last year by Jean Dixon has
totally immobilized the entire
sta te. Many sta tions reported
depths of 123 feet or more be-
fore the snow became too deep
for radio transmission. Each
community is .on its own at this
time. At last report the state
had been declared a national
disaster area. That was in No-
vember, however, and not re-
lated to the storm. Governor
Anderson, when contacted via
smoke signal by this reporter,
stated firmly, "Pay more,
what for? ! . Efforts to contact
any weather forecasting agency
have met with failure, as all
weather forecasters seem to
have left for Florida shortly be-
fore the storm arrived. Miss
Dixon, when informed of the
event stated that it only proved
she could truly predict the fu..
ture. Her newest prediction is
that unless the people of Ameri-
ca pay her $55.234,985.32 im-
mediately the whole continent
will be transformed into crun-
chy-style peanut butter. Presi-
dent Ni on (rimes with Dixon!)
stated congressional inv sti-
gation as bing launched to
inv stigate possibl connection
of the disaster to certain anti-
Viet Nam statements made by
AmpZ·fier Editor Mike Dewey.
New Orleans district ttorney
Garrison has issued warr nt
for Lloyd Little on conspir cy
charges. Militant black leaders
re planning riots to protect
the use of all-white snow in vio-
lation of Federal Statutes.
Here on the Montana Tech
Campus, things are grim. Stu-
dents and professors trapped
by the snow are fighting for
survival. Since the exhaustion
of food in the SUB and dorm,
rats have been the main staple.
Students have seized the admin-
istration building to protest the
illegal manufacture of tubeless
parakeets by the faculty, who
have nothing better to do. Coach
Armey has resigned because the
Boosters allowed the snow to
use the football field on an after-
noon schedule for spring prac-
tice. He has taken the puck
with him, casting serious doubts
on the future of Tech's com-
petitive athletic program. The
Mineral Dressing Dept. is work-
ing on a snow flotation method
while the Mining Dept. is re-
doubling efforts to tunnel into
Idaho. Difficulties have arisen,
however, as the Petroleum
Building is on the tunnel line.
Ice cream sales at the SUB
have experienced a severe loss.
Downtown, things are pretty
much the same. Mayor Powers
stated explicitly, "What snow?
I know of no snow in Butte and
I'm sure the Chief of Police
is as bewildered as I am over
these unfair charges!" A rep-
resentative of the Anaconda
Company is quoted as saying
that "the Company denies all
responsibility and suggests that
the Union officials consider their
position carefully! " .
So, in spite of the heavy
snowfall, Montana and the
world continue a normal exis-
tence.
PEOPLE'S CAPITALISM
mlin ommunist r f r to th Unit d Stat s in
discr diting ton as a capitalistic country.
c
m unawar that what we have, under
pr is sy t m could be call d 'people's
m ri n from all walks of lif ,
all part of th country, own stocks in business or
ny millions mor own life insurance, a
of which i inv st d in stocks and bonds.
ing ccounts and p nsion funds also are
In dustry.
c pit lism, in which million shar, ha
ro fa t r nd trong r.
", i Mo na's
*********
Religion, or that which is so
called has been, for long, a
potent force. Is religion a sine
qua non in human life? Does
it enslave a man or emancipate
him? Does it civilize him or ren-
der him a savage? Questions
such as these will continue to
be posed by freethinkers. Even
some orthodox characters might,
in an unguarded moment, suc-
cumb to legitimate doubts about
the necessity, usefulness, and
overall validity of their faith.
By and large, the religion of
an individual happens to be
that of his clan. Such being
the case, there is NO intellectual
reason to suppose that any re-
ligion is true. Religion has been
variously defined by different
people. In this essay, I use
the term to mean the formaliz-
ed, organized system with a
set of dogmas and doctrines
and characterized by some kind'
of bureaucracy.
Bertrand Russell, the out-
standing British philosopher,
says, "Religion prevents our
children from having a rational
education; religion prevents us
from removing the fundamental
causes of war; religion prevents
us, from teaching the ethics of
scientific cooperation in place
of the old, fierce doctrines of
sin and punishment. It is pos-
sible that mankind is' on the
threshold of a golden age; but,
if so it will be necessary to
slay the dragon that guards the
door and this dragon is reli-
gion" . This contention can be
well backed and substantiated;
one has only to review the his-
torical events having to do with
religion.
Colton once said, "Men will
wrangle for religion; write for
it; fight for it; die for it; any-
thing but live for it," How, true!
The crusades amply prove his
point. As a further example,
I want to cite a shameful event
that took plac in my country.
On the eve of' India's inde-
p ndenc in 1947, s v ral Hun-
dus nd Muslims sl ught r d
ch oth r in a fr nzy; th bit-
ter intoleranc turned them in-
to s vag & bloodthirsty basts,
Just r cently, the f ud between
th Prot st nts nd Catholics
in Northern Ireland touched off
crisis. Th Prot stants called
the C tholic citizens subversive
fifth columnists; th C tholics
bitt rly r s nt d the move' to
mak them second-class citi-
z ns. The ngry Protestants de-
manded th r signation of th
~~f'J~~~~f'J.~
ational
nk
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On Religion
by RAMAN
Prime Minister, Mr. Terence
O'Neill, for allegedly being soft
towards the Catholics.
It . is particularly significant,
because it beautifully shown
that people are so damn anxious
to prove their allegience to their
respective churches - which are
not all in agreement - and fail
to remember that they are all
Christians, that is, followers of
the preachings of Jesus Christ.,
It is tragic and patently scanda-
lous. How astonishing it is that
the message of Christ has had
so little to do with the ethics
of several so-called Christians!
Christ's clear warning that a
house divided against itself is
doomed to perish, has fallen on
deaf ears. Christ also deplored
strongly the countless rituals
and vain ceremonies which dom-
inate and typify many branches
of Christianity today. (See St.
Matthew: chapter 6.) It is so
bad that form is so much more
stressed than substance.
I have had a truly interesting
experience and I wish to relate
it to you. On New Year's eve,
a pastor walked into my house
and spent nearly three hours tel-
ling me that I am a sinner, but
I can be saved from the damna-
tion and everlasaing fire of
Hell, ONLY if I receive Jesus
Christ in my heart. This struck
me as a rude and rash thing
to say. Further, he went on to
say that the very act of accept-
ing Christ would ensure and
guarantee one's 'salvation," no
matter what kind of a person
one subsequently turns out to
be. This is tantamount to say-
ing that committing oneself to
Christ is the best possible act,
before which any deed with a
positive merit is inconsequential.
It is clearly an attempt to sub-
vert one's thinking ability and
to insult one's intelligence. So,
I, politely but firmly, rejected
his statements as obscurantist
and irrational. He was grief-
stricken and disappointed. At
least, he looked and reacted
that way. Before he finally did
leave, he offered a moving pray-
er to Christ, entreating Him to
rev al Himself to me and 'save'
me. I solemnly'promise to write
a column and tell all of you
if and when that happens. Right
now, I could only laugh over
it as a joke. Let none mistake
.me as being disrespectful to
Jesus Christ. As a matter of
fact, I could go much farther
with Christ than do many of
those who profess to be Chris-
tians.
Many of us condemn Com-
munism as an ideology which
cripples one's mind and des-
troys one's personal freedom.
R Iigion is just as much of an
viI nd does as much harm.
Both Communist nd a r -
ligious nut r convinc d that
the dogmas of his faith
indispen ble for salvation.
hard-lin C mmunist beli v s
th this doctrin is th obsolut
nd s cr d truth; it will b
h r tic I, in hi es, for any-
****** ***
one to question, challenge, or
repudiate it. The very same po-
sition is held by some powerful
religious leaders. For instance,
just two months ago, Pope Paul
warned the Catholics that in-
dividual conscience and feelings
MUST be subordinated to the
teachings of the Church. it
strikes IJ1e as a disastrous
course to follow.
Religion has survived chiefly
beca use of man' s willingness to
place faith above reason. Really,
fear is the crucial source for so
much of blind faith. Religion is
not a cure for the afflictions of
mankind. It can only aggravate
and worsen them, by making
people superstitious, diffident,
and frightened. Fanatical ad-
herence to religion causes man
to become intolerant. One has
only to recall the ugly instances
when Bruno and a host of others
fell victims to a fiendish cruelty
and were burned alive during
the middle ages. What a bruta-
lity, what a barbarism!
Quoting Bertrand Russell
again, "When two men of sci-
ence disagree, they do not in-
voke the Secular arm; they
wait for further evidence to
decide the issue, because, as
men of science, they know that
neither is infallible. But, when
two theologians differ, since
there are no criteria to which
either can appeal, there is no-
thing for it but mutual hatred
and an open or covert appeal
to force." It is so true and so
well expressed. To me, religion
is neither a fundamental human
need, nor a force that will en-
hance one's healthy attributes.
The entire goal of a man ought
to be to become and remain a
decent, honest sincere and re-
sponsible individual, free of hy-
pocricy and bigotry. Let us all
strive to lead a good life -
marked by love and directed by
intelligence.
Butte
Symphony
to' p rform
Dr. Florence Reynolds, cellist,
will be the featured soloist in
a concert to be' given by the
Butte Symphony in Museum
Hall Sunday afternoon, March
30, at 2: 30.
Dr. Reynolds will be heard
in the Concerto in D by Franz
Josepr Haydn and Variations on
a Theme by Pagannini,
The orchestra, directed by
Fred Honeychurch, will per-
form the overture to Tancred
by Rossini, Suite by Edward
German, Intermezzo by Arensky
and Danse Macabre by Saint
Saens.
Dr. Reynolds, who received·
her doctorate in musical per-
formance from Eastman School
of Music is on the staff' at the
University of Montana.
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LET'S GET ·IT STRAIGHT
by Mike Dewey J
The absurd has been pro- students' manners and social
claimed and I've not the heart poise.
to keep quiet. Having heard that 3.) A highly respected stu-
Tech provides a better educa- dent theatrical group and choir,
tion than any other institution in which regularly tours Europe.
the State of Montana,' I was con- 4.) A fine arts festival wide-
vinced of my ignorance. I came ly attended by the Butte citizen-
to this conclusion after realiz- ry,
ing that I could not possible 5.) A cultural film series op-
know the meaning of the words en to the public and students
to educate, having believed the every week.
U. M. and M.S.U to be ranked 6.) An active Intercollegiate
ahead of Tech. I ran over to Council which sponsors discus-
our newly remodeled library sions on current events.
and found the difinition in Web- 7.) A progressive department
ster's Seventh New Collegia te of social studies specializing in
to be, "To develop mentally and a varied assortment of cultures
morally." Having my confidence and societies.
restored in the 16 years that I 8.) A well developed balance
have been going to school I dare of schools within the college,
ask the question - How can providing an opportunity for
Tech offer an education? the Art, Science and Technical
One must realize at this point students to mingle and frater-
that I am dealing with semantics nise.
and the dialectical. I will not re- 9.) A large endowment and
fute Tech's claim to be one of monies available to the depart-
- the leading technological schools ' ments to acquire new equipment
in its field. I would, however, and to carry out new research.
like to call to the attention of 10.) A progressive adminis-
all the technicians which Rus- tration with a long range build-
sia is sending all over the ing plan under way to accommo-
world. I have mentioned this to date the expanding interest of
point out that there is a dif- the State of Montana and citi-
ference between technical train- zens of Butte and outlaying re-
ing and an education. Through gions.
dialectics we might ask not Fortunately our school does
whether Tech does offer an edu- not provide any of the above, as
cation, but how she has achiev- these groups and activities are
ed her recognition in being a communistic and the institutions
leading educational institution. having them are known to have
Upon examining the School intellectuals who' think and
of Mines physical plant and in- sometimes out of frustration
terviewing a broad spectrum of with our society try to bring
the people involved with and about changes in civil rights
studying at the institution, I through non-violent involvement.
found that the system provided Moreover, our college is fortu-
a varied medium through which nate in having little worthwhile
an individual might acquire research which might bring the
and develop an· educational school into world recognition
experience. Some of the educa- and prominence. Furthermore,
tional opportunities revealed in our static progress is not pro-
the study were: viding any economic help or
1.) Student - teacher discus- growth in the Butte community
sions and dialogues at the pro- and thus disrupting the status
ressor's home being highly popu quo.
larized and attended by the stu This condemnation could go
dents. on and on. Unfortunate are those
2.) A well-developed social of us who care, dare think, and
fraternity and sorority system strive towards some level of
dedicated under a responsible intellectualism as we grope for
1.F. C. and Pan-Hellenic Council the educational opportunities
to help regulate and develop the .. denied us ~t this our school.
STUDENT
by Jerry Farbar
Students are niggers, When
you get that straight, our
schools begin to make sense.
I It's more important though, to
understand why they're niggers,
If we follow that question seri-
ously enough, it will lead us
past the zone of academic gar-
bage, where dedicated teachers
pass their knowledge on to a
new generation, and into the
nitty-gritty of human needs and
hang-ups. And from there we
can go on to consider whether
it might ever be possible for
students to come up from slav-
ery.
First let's see what's hap-
pening now. Let's look at the
role students play in what we
like to call education.
At Cal State L.A., where I
teach, the students ha ve sep-
arate and unequal dining facil-
ities. If I take them into the
faculty dining room, my col-
leagues get uncomfortable, as
though there were a bad smell.
If I eat in the student cafeterial,
I become known as the educa-
tional equivalent of a nigger
lover. In at least one building
there are even rest rooms which
students may not use. At Cal
State, also, there is an unwritten
law barring student-faculty love-
making. Fortunately, this anti-
miscegenation law, like its
Southern counterpart, is not 100
percent effective.
Students at Cal State are pol-
itically disenfranchised.· They
are in an academic Lowndes
County. Most of them can vote
in national elections-their ave-
rage age is about 26-but they
ha ve no voice in the decisions
which affect their academic
lives. The students are, it is
true, allowed to have a toy gov-
ernment of their own. It is a
government run for the most
part by Uncle Toms and con-
cerned principally with trivia.
The faculty and administrators
decide what courses will be
offered; the students get to
choose' their own Homecoming
Queen. Occassionally, when stu-
dent leaders get uppity or re-
bellious they are either ignored,
put off with trivial concessions,
or manuevered expertly out of
position.
SMILES AND SHUFFLES
A student at Cal State is ex-
pected to know his place. He
calls a faculty member "Sir"
Editor .apolog·z s
In the last issue of the Ampli-
fier there appeared an article
calling attention to the selec-
tion proceedure for Who's Who
in American Colleges and Uni-
versities. Several of those se-
lected as this year's represen-
tatives feel that they have been
slighted and hus I would like
to apologize to the following
for the implications made a-
gainst them: Edwin Carkeek,
Michael Duran, L rry Hoffman,
Claude Huber, Charle Hutt .
Dan Piazzola, Clark W lters
Gary Dahl, Bill Barnes, Bill
Thurston and Syd Robertson.
AS NIGGER
(san francisco state)
or "Doctor" or "Professor"
:and he smi1es and shuffles some
as he stands outside the pro-
.Iessor's office waiting for per-
mission to enter. The faculty
.tell him what courses to take
(in my department, English,
even electives have to be ap-
proved by a faculty member);
they tell him what to read,
what to write, and frequently
where to set the margin on his
typewriter. They tell him what's
true and what isn't. Some
teachers insist that they encour-
age dissent but they're almost
always jiving and every student
knows it. Tell the man what he
wants to hear or he'l1 fail
your ass out of the course.
When a teacher says "jump",
students jump. I know of one
"professor who refused to take
up class time for exams and
required students to showup for
tests at 6:30 in the morning.
And they did by God! Another,
at exam time, provides answer
cards to be filled out-each one
enclosed in a paper bag with a
!hole cut in the top to see
;through. Students stick their
writing hands in the bags while
taking the test. The teacher
isn't a provo; I ish he were.
He does it to prevent cheating.
Another colleague once caught
a student reading during one
of his lectures and threw her
book against the wall. Still an-
other lectures his students into
a stupor and then screams at
them in rage when they fall
asleep. Just last week, during
the first meeting of a class, one
girl got up to leave after about
ten minutes had gone by. The
teacher rushed over, grabbed
her by the arm, saying "This
class is NOT dismissed!' , nd
led her back to her seat. On the
same day another teacher began
by informing his class that h
does not like beards, mustaches
long hair on oys, or capri pants
on girls. nd will not tolerat
any of them in his class. Th
class, incidentally, consisted
mostly of high school teachers.
INWARD ANGER
The saddest cases among both
black sla es and student slaves
are the ones ho have so thor-
oughly introjected their m s-
ter's alues that their anger is
all turned inward. At C I St te
these are the kids for hom
every 10'"' grade is tortur who
stammer and shake wh n they
speak to professor, who go
through the emotional crisis
every time they're c lIed upon
in class. You c n r cogniz
th m easily at finals ti . Their
f ces are festoon d with fr sh
pimples' their bowel boil ud-
ibly across the room. If ther
really is a Last Judgem nt, then
the parent . nd t cher who
created h s
to burn .n hell.
This article rna e conti
t issue.e m e n
ON PAPER
In answer to the various let-
ters received concerning my
editorialship and the Amplifier
policy, I am making my views
known to all. The Amplifier is
no longer a second rate high
school publication but a col-
legiate medium of expression.
While the Amplifier continues to
have ample room for improve-
ment, this year's revolutionary
policy in format and experi-
mentation in content and scope
demonstrate the integrity and
responsibility to the school on
which the paper has based its
policy under my supervision
and ideology. As all those that
have been associated with the
paper in the past will testify,
it is a relative easy task to
produce the same quality of a
publication as in former years
and that improvements and in-
ovations require a great deal
of Iorthought and vision coupl-
ed with patience, devotion, and
hard work.
The following quote taken
from Steve Bauer's letter,
"There can be no Truth when
opinions are substituted for
facts=-,' indicates in a nut shell
the basic idea at T ch. Unfor-
tun tely there is no such thing
as truth, rather only th opin-
ions of those pe ple who are
witnesses to an accident.
As editor I se it as my duty
and tunction to e it the sub-
mitted material nd to develop
the tone and overall ideaolog
of the publication. Whil I re-
cognize it as my duty to print
all material which is submitted
to me in good taste by the
community, I, however, re-
serve the rights not to publish
as based on my rights s di-
tor, set forth in th Joint State-
ment on Rights and Freedoms
of Students ndors d by the
U.S. National Students Associa-
tion and the Associ tion of Am-
rican Coll g s, nything sub-
mitt d for publication from
without th community, which
dis gr s with th ton nd
id ology f my ditori lship.
lode d th p p r would b
filing its r sponsibility if it
only tried to s tisfy the r ding
taste of all th stud nts, only
pr s nt d th hon st opinion of
the stud nts, th news and above
11 the facts Ion. Th p p r,
how ver, has th responsibili-
ty t point out nd to try to
bring about th chang in t-
titud nd opinion of its r d-
ers tow rd thos issu s which
re h rm ul and d g ding to
th community. If this w r not
s , then Mr. R lph McGill, th
1 t ditor nd publish r of th
Atlanta Constitution d th
other gr at ditors nd u lish·
four ould not h v
n wid ly r: is d n e-
el irn d fa th ir fro t. to bing
bout ch ng in our cult . nd
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Hitch hiking from Butte to Dylan, is a poem about me and
some people I know. Dylan is Bob Dylan, a relative of
Dylan Thomas. Pedro drives a Sting Ray and lives in
Las Vegas with his Spanish accent and weight-lifting
magazines. Rita is a woman with spike-heels (real spikes)
and a forked tongue. Tombstone is where I live. Where
I live, there is a bar on every corner and a paranoid
on every bars tool. If you know the tune to Bob Dylan's
Motorpsycho Nightmare, you can sing my poem. If you
can t sing, you can still have a lot fun sitting in the close
rading the suggestive parts. a
Hitch hikin' from Butte to Dylan
by John McGinley
I'm sittin' here in Tombstone wonderin'
if, my hair is combed, when along
comes a female - she was on her wayhome
I said - I need a ride -
she says - I'll give you a lift
just hop in along that side of my
vinyl - top Christmas gift.
I tossed in my sleeping bag with my
suitcase right behind
but when I climbed in with 'em
I nearly blew my mind.
She said - My name is Rita and
this leather jacket's real
and I got bullwhips in the back seat -
i
(My mind began to reel)
She said - I'd like to free you, I really think
I could It'll cost you just one haircut
and a crucifix made of wood.
I said - Well, I'd like to but I'm a slave to* She stopped the car and threw me out
into the cold night air.
I as raining hard and feelin' down
when Pedro came along.
He was wearin' sequins and a lace housecoat
r· figured somethin' was wrong
i
I'm not one of them - he said - don't be afraid
of me I'll put you up in my own room
and I'll do it all for free.
So I jumped into his Sting-ray* and down the road we drove.
,.. He told me about his mother
and how she slept beneath the stove
y now r had a fe r and my head began to
s im. And hen I threw up
in the ashtray somethin' snapped
insid of him.
aid - your're one of thos kind, I'll
ha e my lawyer sew.* I said - 0 no I m a liberal and r have
: a mother too.
He thr a can of hair spray -
it b r I mi s d my ye
th n h drov m back to
Tomb tone as fast as th car
oul fly.
o I m back h 1 r
start d and I couldn't f 1 much worse.
is r in to pr pare m for i
ood 01' nin -to-fiv curs.
shoe on my fe t and books in my hand ..L
th r ar n hundr d opl ~
shoutin that this i th prorni d land. *
~...~~~..*•••** •• **.*.*.****.**.*.~
tionconv
by Colleen Caron
MSU w s b nquet spe ker.
"Th Woman's Plac in Soci ty,
Observ from Man' Pint
of View" w s his topic. Ente -
t inm nt w s provid d by the
"Mont n ns." a choral group
from MSU.
r. J
ch
of
t
ROTIC A T
by. John McGinley
Dirty pictures are hanging in
the halls of Montana Tech. I
am referring of course, to that
dispicable, pornographic "en-
graving" hanging in Main Hall.
If Chaucer could only see the
type of "art" being used to
illustrate his Canterbury Tales,
he would have a hemorrhage of
blue pencils.
You can imagine how I felt
when I accidently stumbled on
to this perverted painting. There,
before my very eyes, was the
wife of Bath sitting side- sad-
dle on a suspicious lookinq
horse (probably stolen) and
drinking wine (lips that touch
wine shall neve touch mine).
As if this isn't evil enough,
she is also wearing a low cut
dress that reveals certain parts
of her anatomy, which I shall
not mention here, because every
one knows that breasts are a
dirty, filthy invention of the
Hugh Hefner-Mike Dewey plot
to undermine the high moral
standards of the people of Butte.
My final charge against this
woman of ill repute, is that
she is smuggling marijuana in
her saddlebags. The casual ob-
server may be unaware of "the
killer weed", but trained eyes
such as mine can see anything
they want.
By now, some are probably
wondering how this picture man-
aged to get hung in these hallow-
ed halls. It is obviously a blow
up from one of those 8 mm
"art films" that are advertised
in questionable periodicles and
displayed nightly from nine to
twelve in the Amplifier offices.
,. (Admission 50c - Ladies wel-
,. come) This blow-up was then
iprobably framed (you can getyours framed for an additional$1.00 if you take advantage ofour March clearance sale, go-_. ing on now) and smuggled into
Main Hall where it was hung
on the North wall.
My fellow Am ricans, you re
probably wondering what you
c n do to put n nd to this
int rn 1 Pinko corruption. The
following list of suggestions may
hlp:
1. Ha e sev ral hundred thou-
sand copi s of the picture sent
to PTA's and Rest Hom s
throughout Montana.
. D mand that the legislature
pass a bill abolishing breasts
nd regulating necklines.
3. Encourage Tech's crimson
crusader to draw up another
p tition to have the artist cen-
sor d.
. Hurry down to the Ampli-
fi r's "Ev ry - Oth r - Thursday
mut S 1 " - balloons for the
kiddi s ros s for the ladi s.
Wh n we have purged our na·
tion of this pornography, we
sh 11 all liv h ppily ver aft t,
Don't T I
For th 29 WEST PARKApparCI J
Tech's irreversible isolationist policy
LOWLAND DIRGE
Grandfather
would sit in his rocking chair (as usual)
and look out the window and
tell me
that when you died in the lowlands,
people came and covered
your body with rocks
I grew older dreaming of lowlands burials -
Endless rows of jagged brown-stone mounds
in a yellow dust-field.
. And so I went
to the mountains
and lay down on the highest peak
A hot west-wind from the sunset
scattered the dust of me
across the plain.
I sorrowed and longed for recognition --
Until, I found out that Grandfather
was buried alive.
John McGinley
GOD .IS OT
Ah,
by Paul Heissfeld
so you have killed God
puny little man '
made you strut about
~imitless, free, you think
IS dead!
chain are gone
so is sin.
for death's fingers cannot
point in scorn nor beckon
to a judgement
And
God
Our
And
You Hididit once before .....
s Son
It did not work .... .
could you not learn?
The grave could not retain even
his human form
But now you say again-
God is dead!
~.
**
Well, then men die too
So where ~s your great victory?
rhe grave IS your end and
you h ve made it so
you have vanquished yourself
Take pride, take pride .....
You have not long to crow!
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Engagements and Weddings
by Carol Turk
Bender'
Foundation
proposed
by Gary Rowe
The Montana College of Min-
eral Science and Technology
Foundation Inc., is a non-pro-
·fit organization formed to pro-
mote the welfare of our col-
lege. The foundation was created
to operate exclusively for re-
search, scientific and education-
al purposes. Since its begin-
ning, a little over a year ago,
it has made many accomplish-
ments towards improving Tech.
I The corporation has purchased
'63, lots near the campus for fu-
ture expansion, assisted alumni
in financing lighting for the
Alumni Coliseum and helped ex-
pand Tech's computer center
opera tions.
The biggest objective of the
foundation in' 1969 will be to
form a Louis Bender Cultural
Lecture series. The Board of
Directors estimate that an en-
. dowment of $25,$000 to $50,000
will be necessary in order to
have enough income to per-
petuate such a lecture series.
'I'he foundation is financed
through gifts which are tax de-
ductible and independent of the
controls and regulations per-
taining to state funds. Since
January 15, 1969," $8,547.95 have
been contributed from alumni,
friends of the college and cor-
poration matching funds. These
contributions have helped Tech
immensely but, increased funds
must be made if the foundation
is to ~eet its 1969 objectives.
~fie_Bloody- collective pot ..
Spring fever hit many of Engineering Science. Barbara
Tech's students early. The epi- was a former sophomore gener-
demic began early in the school al student. Connie Joslin and
year and has been progressing Bob Westermark were married
rapidly. this month. Connie is a sopho-
Last November, Dick Rule more general student. Bob is a
and Beverly Glase exchanged sophomore in Geology.
marriage vows. Dick is a gradu- Wedding bells are anticipa-
ate student in Engineering Sci- ted ·by several others. Plans
ence. Bev was a former general are being made by Paulette
student. Cathy Allen, a former Fischer and Mick Drozda; Char-
Tech student, became the bride lene Dugdale and Joe Hugo;
of Gary Vavrosky in Decem- . Carol Turk and George Rider;
ber. For Janet Turk and Bob, Elaine Dysinger and Jim Ben-
Martin the semester- break was ner; Kayleen Coffing and Mar-
the time chosen: Janet is a ty Forsman; Ellen Powers and
sophomore general student. Bob Bill Davis; Gordon <Crawford
IS a sophomore in Engineering and Meg Leary; Eileen O'Reilly
Science. Bud McEnaney and and Larry Braunbeck; Rose-
Barbara Redfern chose Febru- mary Boyle and Bill .Stewart:
ary for the month of their and Gordon Sullivan and Annet-
wedding. Bud is a sophomore in te Copperi.
High .Grade From The Gob
He took his little dreamboat
out in the fog and mist.
* * * * *
There's only one thing wrong
with sex-it's habit forming.
* * * * *
She said she's do anything
for a mink coat and now that
she has it she can't button it.
* * * * *
A recent cigarette survey dis-
closes that 90 per cent of men
who have tried Camels go back
to women.
* * * * *
She wanted to be a bubble
dancer but her father said "No
soap."
* * * * *
The honeymooner wanted to
fly United but the stewardess
said "No."
Compliments of
Dolan Mortuary
101 So. Idaho
......n•••••••~ ..J(•• ~·
i~S9~6 ~.~r~o~ 'S
~= Phone 723-6552 .
..... 1£ ...
BARTELS
Agency
The meanest man in the world
is the one who didn't tell his
wife he was sterile until she
got pregnant.
. * * * * *
Dear Sir:
Our records show that you are
still holding shares in the fol-
lowing companies:
American Can Company
Illinois Water Power Company
Interstate Gas Company
Northern Tissue Company
Due to certain market condi-
tions at the present time we ad-
vise that you sit tight on your
American Can, hold your Illinois
Water and by all means let your
gas go.
We also regret to advise you
that Northern Tissue touched
a new bottom today. Thousands
were wiped clean.
Yours very truly,
McCan, Hurts and Howe
GRAND·
Clothes .Shop
MEN'S and' BOYS,
WEAR
UJI.ibNJr3c~Ab~
BROWN1S AUTO PARTS i)
& MACHINE CO ..
1921~ Harrison' Ave.
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
P.. O. Box 1939
Phone·723-5481. ,
We insure anything that
is Insurable
601 Utah Ave.
Butte, Montana
Phone 79Z-1288~-,., .;;;.~., ......_.._....., ............~-
:-------That'sit ..-..... Reach in and
grab. Through' all that froth
and bloody goo - you might
be lucky enough to come up with
a stomach - or a finger. How
about a juicy liver? What dif-
ference does it make if you
can't use a second liver? They
slashed your arm off and threw
it in the pot. Look - Ralph
just fished out a whole foot!
They took his right eye -.Will
you wait your turn??._ .
·EASTPAnK PLAZA
Montana Tech Boost r
Wein's
Maggi-Ann's
Keene's Shoe Store
The Hub
Trethewey'S Music Box
Standard Furniture
Whitehead's
Shi ners
Phil Judd's
Newman's Sootery
Tom Kirby Appliances
;KOPPE'R KADETS
by Colleen Caron
The Kopper Kadets, Montana
. Tech's drill team, has marched
through their second season
with several unique and well-
done performances. Now that
the season is over, it's time
they got credit for their hard
work. Officers are President
Elaine Dysinger; Vice President
Linda Howard; Secretary-Trea-
Flynn's
Po rk Florists
CORSACES and
BOUTON IERES
205 West Park Street
Butte, Montana
,. D. and Eileen Flynn
~Y"""'", ••• ",,,,,,,,,,
• Skaggs Dr g Ce tar •
.SERYE YOURSELF and PAY LESS:
~27 W. Park St. Phone 792-1244 _
~3100 Harrison Ave. _
~ Phone 723-4363~....................... ~ ~_M~~~~~~:~
42 W. Broodway J ~
RADIOS~e;;~~EO _ T.V: I Miners Bank ~
Phone 792-4231, Butte I of Montana ~
... I •. ~
! ~I~ · aIINo Charge on Student .'
r- ~ ~. Checking Accounts J
McGenies 123-'866~ '-' . .,.~fN.fIJ1Iii_...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ..~~~~~~~~Bt(~~~
c.
surer, Joyce Roberts; and
Drillmistress, Brenda Walsh .
Sophomores on the team are
Eileen McNellis and Susie Rice.
The freshman girls are Cathy
Bazzanella, Dana DiAndrea,
Pam Grueter, Ruth Harwood,
Carla Hussein, Mari Jo Me-
Dermott, Ann Moscolic, Vivian
Shockey, Eileen Sundberg, and
Pat Towey.
After finishing their perfor-
mances, the officers sponsored
a dinner in the Copper Lounge
on March 1. Attending were
Mrs. Sarsfield and members of
the Kadets.
Stat Farm
INSURANCE
s e
ON ULRICH
Broadway 723-3285 .
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ON WINNING THE WAR
1815 HARRISON AVE.
tft.,__~_"~.~.-.:"'~~_.~
Colonial Cake
Shop
...
Richards and Rochelle
DRESS RIGHT
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
. 17 N. Main Butte
Chuck Richards Remo Rochelle
~
ALSO ~
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
Phone 723-8383
DI'ANA HUGHES
Ladies and Children Apparel
56-58 West Park
BUTTE, MONTANA129 N. Main Butte
y
--FIRST AID 'TRAINING
A fifteen-hour First Aid Train-
ing course, which is required of
all sophomore engineering stu-
dents, was conducted in the
Montana Tech gymnasium by
John W. Miley, an instructor
with the U.S. Bureau of Mines
in Salt Lake City.
The students taking, the course
were divided into two groups de-
termined by the first letter of
the student's last name.
Group I began their instruc-
tions February 24 and ended
them February 28, while group
II began March 3 and ended
March 7.
FA·S HI 0
by George Rider
Although all students taking
the course were excused from
all their afternoon classes dur-
ing the:"period of instructions,
many complaints came from the
students as well as professors
concerning a loss of time in ac-
tual class hours.
Many students did not feel
that the First Aid course was
worth the time that was lost in
other courses.
Likewise some professors were
irritated when these students
asked them to review the ma-
terial that was given during this
period of instruction. '
COR ER
. by True Trueax
Are we seeing double? Of
course we are because we're
seeing ourselves finally as car-
bon copies of our own fashion
world.
Have you been told lately
about that pretty dress you're
wearing? Probably not, unless
the critics were commenting
that that the dress was pretty
long or pretty short.
How about your hair? Have
you been told how silky and
shinny it looks? Again, pro-
bably not because the "now"
THOMAS'
SMART STYLES
FOR
CAMPUS WEAR
fi8 w. '.,k Ph. 723-1408
B.IG BUTTE TAVERN
Drinks and Sandwiches
826 Empire
COMFORT
" -for CONTACT"
LENS WEARERS'
• I
are you getting the most
from your present
wetting solution?
TRY
rl;':CON-LABORAToRiE~~.520 Bonner Road
Wauconda, Illinois 60084
I NAME
1 --------- __ 1
I ADDRESS I
CITY I
emphases is on the style and
not the texture.
Now for your makeup - have
you been told how natural and
smooth it looks? To repeat, pro-
bably not, because since we
have altered our apparel and
hair styles to fit the unique
fashions of our day, our make-
up must then also follow suit.
Although present day styles
demand we all' look like car-
bon copies, there are things
we can do to swing the fash-
ions our way.
To start with you don't have
to buy that carbon-copy dress.
Try making one, and if the
patterns don't suit you, design
your own or cut up an old dress
that has gotten you compliments
and make a newspaper pattern
from it.
Our hair should be a pro-
duct of our own personal hy-
giene. More emphasis should
be put on its over-all effect
rather than style.
.Makeup is last but not least.
No matter how extreme or co-
servative your clothes and hair
are, makeup should alway's be
natural and go with the color-
.ing of your face.
While you're sitting reading
this column at lunch or on your
coffee break look around and
see how many times you can
see yourself. If it's more than
once, it's time for a change.
by Bob Smollack
The Vietnam war is a different
kind of war and that is one rea-
son why it is difficult, perhaps,
for the American people to un-
derstand it. We are fighting a
limited war. We are not fighting
to destroy our enemy. We are
fighting to persuade our ene-
my to withdraw from South
Vietnam and to leave it alone.
But as far as a military vic-
tory is concerned, we have' al-
ready attained a type of vic-.
tory in Vietnam.
The political rituation in So.
Vietnam is far more stable than
at any time in the last three
years. There have been five elec-
tions, considered by most ob-
servers to have been reasonably
honest. since April and, des-
pite Vietcong terrorism and in-
timidation, a far higher pro-
portion of the eligible voters
went to the polls than has ever
gone in the United States. All
authorities agree that only the
winning of the alliegance of the
South Vietnamese people by the
Saigon government can finally
confirm military victory. Most
agree, too, that security must
be provided against Vietcong
terrorists before much progress
can be expected in pacifaction;
that well-digging, soil conserva-
tion or land reform wil have
little meaning to the villagers if
a terrorist can still slit the
throa t of their chief.
Ultimately, the South Viet-
namese must win their country
for themselves. The United
. States can provide a military
screen against military en-
croachment and can help eli-
minate the Vietcong structure.
Our presence there has many
times justified the cost to us in
our men and in our treasure.
If it were not for the U.S. in-
volvement there would be no
hope there; it would be only a
matter of months before South-
east Asia, nation by nation,
would be succumbed. That is not
happening now, and is not hap-
pening because the Americans
are there and because they have
extended their protective shield.
We must continue to do this for
our own benefit as well as that
of the rest of the world.
MUD- and MUCK
from THE MUCKERS
MUD for the people who say
LSD is the now think drink
MUCK for the people who yell,
"Beauty is only skin deep," then
run around in. their birthday
suits.
MUD for those broken bones
received on the ski slopes.
MUCK for the girls whose gird-
I s show under their short
dresses
AVY STORES INC.ARMY-
~
~
~ 57 E. Park tr et
"".... A. .... ~;A. .....
MUD to parking regulation.
Park at will but not on Tech's
hill!
MUCK for the bars that lure
Tech males away from the op-
posite sex.
MUD for the unkept walkways
and steps on carnpus.
MUCK for the girls who stop
"beaver shooting" on Tuesday's
and Thursday's by wearing
pants.
SPORTING GOODS - SHOES - CLOTHING
Butte, l\1ontana
A..A.. ..
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TECH SPORTS SHORTS
by Mike Parent
,Basketball coach Tom Lester the gym ceiling, think nothing
has been having a heck of a of it. The baseball team has
time trying to prove to his been busy having batting prac-
basketball team that he made tice there.
the All-State team when he was
in high school. Well team, and * * * *
Tom, here it is in print. "Tom Next years first football game
Lester was All-State guard from won't be at home, in fact it
Butte Central in 1956." There, won't even be in Montana'. The
now you've seen it in print, Orediggers will be flying south
but who can believe anything for an opening game against
printed in the AMPLIFIER? ? Westminister in Salt Lake City.
* * * * * * * *
If you've been wondering how
long it has been since Tech has
won the Frontier Conference
in football, well, we did it last
in 1947.
Warren Bickford, Tech's fine
freshman quarteback from Lau-
rel, was runner-up in the hon-
ors for the top quarterback in
the league. The top choice was
Paul Champlin, who was draft-
ed by the San Francisco 49'ers
Professional Football Team.
Warren tied all his opponents
this year in passing yardage
with 677 yards, despite Paul
Champlin and his golden arm
and the fact that Tech was a
running team. Keep up the good
work Warren.
* * *
Speaking of long losing streaks,
Montana Tech did knock one of
those off the book this season
when they won the schools first
road football game in 16 long
years with a 48-14 thumping
of Carroll.
* * * *
If you've seen all the holes in
Intramural Basketball Tourney
by Mike Parent
The 69'ers slid past the Ho- sinking 25 free throws corn-
gan's Goats, 73-58, to wrap-up pared to only 12 for the Goats.
the 1969 Intramural Basketball 'The field goals were even, both
Tournament. with 24.
In that championship game, The consolation round saw the
Ron Groseclose took scoring Beaver Shooters grab third
honors with 30 points, 26 of place with a low scoring 41-34
which were from the field, route over the Bummers. This
for the victorious 69'ers. War- game was also on free shots.
ren Bickford, also of the 69'ers, The Bummers outhit the Shoot-
added 16 more, 10 of which ers, 16 to 13 on field goals,
were from the charity line. but the Shooters led on free
Player-coach Gene Thatcher throws, 15-2.
led the losers with 17 points, The tourney was held in the
followed by Jim White with 13. Tech gym during the last week
The game was definitely won of February with Mike Thur-
from the foul line. The 69'ers mond in charge.
pc r " " ,.
BUTT YS SUBURBA
BUTTE PLAZA -- PHONE 723-6577
Your e est and most Complete Department Store;
Men's & Boys Children's
Women's Foundations
Accessories Sportswear
Records
Domestics
Pc Goods
Charge Accounts ---Lay-A-Way
Free Parking
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MI E RESCU TRAINING COMPLEtED by John Emerson.
Starting last February 17, and
continuing until February 21,
forty-thre senior Mining Gelogi-
cal, Petroleum, and Engineer-
ing Science ,students took phy-
sical exafninations to, qualify
for a course in Mine Rescue
Training.
'Assaying Sports
by Dave Kneebone
To the people who either can-
not stand criticism or simply do
not like the position taken in
this column, I bring YOH good
news. This will be the last of-
fering in the series C4Assaying
Sports" . The series' funeral J
comes to me as a relief, since
from this day forward, I do not
give a damn about the abuses
I have found in our athletic
program. One less voice shall
be heard above the roar of the
blizzard created by the propa-
gandists to snow the students.
At the March 11 student coun-
cil meeting, .it was stated that
the minor sports budget would
be cut to $500 unless the ASMT
made good the football and bas-
ketball deficit spending. Just
in case you want more student
acti ities and are curious why
you don't have them, check and
see for yourself, that athletics
get ov r twenty of the forty
doll rs you p y to the ASMT.
Th last gasps of this column
sh 11b devot d to my impr s-
ion of the thr most import-
nt m n involv d in the sports
progr m.
Ch rl y Armey, h d foot-
ball coach and rumored new
th tic dir ctor s ms like
A course in Mine Rescue
Training was given to Thirty-
four .physically fit Geology, Min-
ing, Petroleum, and Engineer-
ing Science students at the Bad-
ger Mine here in Butte. The
class was taught by Mr. Rolan
Wilson and Mr. Julues Jones of
the U.S. Bureau of Mines in
Salt Lake City, Utah. The clas-
ses were split into two groups
Geology and Mining students
inclusively at 2: 15 p.m. to 6:15
p.mJ. The Engineering Science
and Petroleum students met on
March 3 and continued through
March 7 also from 2: 15 p. m.
to 6:15 p.m.
capable coach, but I feel sorry
for him. I just cannot believe
that he knew exactly what was
going on here when he signed
his contract. I also believe that
he is unknowingly working un-
der do-or-die conditions.
Tom Lester, present athletic
director and basketball coach,
is too valuable a man to be
treated as he is. Also, he is a
more knowledgeable basketball
coach than anyone gives him
credit for as can be seen by his
tactics as compared to those
by USC in its defeat of UCLA,
and Butte Central over Wolf
Point.
Bill Cullen, basketball coach,
is a true master of the game
and hopefully above the petty
lik s and dislikes of some influ-
ential people.
I had originally planned to
publish the results of an inter-
view with Pr sident Koch, but
hav since discovered that some
people are afraid of such infor-
The course is required of all
seniors who are working in the
four fields mentioned. The
course proved to be both valu-
able and interesting.
THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC CENTER
YOU R BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
119 North Main St. Butte
PHONE 792-7344
mation. I listened to Dr. Koch
tell me his opinions and I wish
I could print them, but unfortu-
nately nearly everything he said
was followed by a safety valve
clause designed only to placate
those who use their influence.
Our athletic hierarchy has fal-
len to the same depths as the
head office of the L.A. Rams.
but our Board .of Directors will
not reorganize until the stock-
holders freeze the funding and
demand an athletic policy that
is responsive to the will of the
students. Let the Boosters pay
for athletics, and let's put
the ASMT funds to better use
with more social activities, a
bigger M-Day, and a better-
funded speech team.
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TECH BASEBALL BEGINS
by Mike Parent
1969BASKETBALL STATISTICS
by Mike Parent
The 1969 Montana Tech base-
ball program got underway in
the gym last week in February-
28 boys were on hand for open-
ing nights workouts, but the
squad was cut to 16 players on
March 10. The team will work
in the gym running, throwing,
and fielding until the snow
clears the ground in Alumni
Coliseum where the Orediggers
will play their home games.
Bill Cullen will return as the
head mentor, and his assistant
will be John Dunstan. Coach
Cullen will have eight return~·
ing lettermen. With only two
weeks of workout in the g m
coach Cullen said that the team
is "fair in hitting, but good
defensely. "
The squad will play nine home
games, seven road games and
eight doubleheaders. None of
the league games will be play-
ed at night even though the
stadium is equipped for them
because of league rules pro-
hibiting them. The opening date
is set for April 8th i nthe Alu-
mni Coliseum. The Orediggers
will play host to the Bobkittens
in a doubleheader starting at
1:00 p.m. The season will con-
tinue through April and close
with a doubleheader at home
against the Grizzlies from Mis-
soula.
Kevin MacIntyre was the high
scorer for Montana Tech's Ore-
diggers this past season. He
scored 130 points on 42 of 95
attempts from the field and
45 of 65 free throws in the ten
conference games. He was fol-
lowed in the scoring depart-
ment by freshman Nick Me-
Enaney was good on 49 field
goals in 120 attempts and made
15 of 23 from the free throw
line for a total of 112 points.
Here is the scoring for the
rest of the Orediggers: Sheridan
79; Vanderpan 67; Heater 47;
Marx 28; .Dale 18; Styler 16;
Anders 15 and Staiger 12.
The team totals showed that
Tech scored 525 points compar-
ed to their opponents 860 points
in the ten conference ball-
games. The team also averaged
42 per cent on field goal at-
tempts and 65 per cent on free
. throws.
Six foot, 1 inch Don Heater
grabbed the most rebounds
this season by pulling in 49.
This was 13 more than runnerup
Greg Sheridan who had 36. Nick
McEnaney tallied 35.
The most points scored in one
game honors were taken by
KeVIn MacIntyre, who scored
29 points against Carroll on
January 10th. Maclntyre also
won the most field goal and
most free throws in a single
game honors with 10 field goals
and 9 free throws. The most
rebounds in one game was by
Pat O'Brien, who took in 12
against Eastern on February 1.
The Orediggers finished the
season with a 0-10 wo-lost rec-
ord but played excellent basket-
ball considering the fact that
many of the players were in-
experienced freshman.
213 N. Montana
Call for Portraits
at AI' Photo
42 N. Main St.
Phone 723-3138
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JUNIOR ENTERPRISE CO.
156 OLIVER ST., N. TONAWANDA, N.Y. 14120
PLEASE SEND ME ..... QUILLS
@25¢ EA. PLUS 10¢ HA~DLING CHG.
(EXTRA SAVINGS 5 QUILL PENS $1.00)
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CITY ; _ STATE .
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Kevin Macintyre (above) and
Nick McEnaney have received All...
Conference H. M. rankings.
FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS
DEADLINE SET
Students desiring to apply for
financial aid for the next aca·
demic year must have their
applications in the fin' nci I aid
office by April 1. Applications
will be for loans, grants, and
work study mployment. Such
employment may be for the
academic year or for full time
summer employment.
Applications may be obtain-
d at the financial aid office
All preserit recipients of aid
must re-apply by the date above
also since renewal of aid is
not automatic.
Scholarship
All persons desiring scholar-
ships must apply for them, ac-
cording to Professor Clifford
Laity of the Scholarship Com-
mittee.
In contrast to former practice,
automatic scholarships based on
the honor roll are not allowed.
